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Abstract: The spirit of the national women’s volleyball team of China is connotation rich, a complex which the 

Chinese have particularly; its essence can be summed up as follows: solidarity and cooperation, always striving to 

become stronger, working hard in a difficult condition, never giving up, daring to innovate, etc; in the mean time, it 

evolves as time passes, having been internalized into a national and times spirit, being an important catalyst for so-

cialist spiritual civilization construction, providing spiritual support and ideological power for social development, 

having such times values as boosting national confidence, practicing socialist core value view and building the Chi-

nese dream. As a national cultural heritage and spiritual resource, its potential cultural effects should be excavated 

in-depth, and inherit and protect the spirit of the national women’s volleyball team of China, blend it into campus 

culture, intensify young students’ personality education, promote volleyball culture construction, expand the options 

of ways of mass fitness, and inject energy for boosting sports cultural soft power. 
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